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NTWC CONFERENCE CALL 

June 10, 2015 

1:00 Eastern, 12:00 Central, 11:00 Mountain, 

10:00 Pacific, 9:00 Alaska 
Dial 1-877-446-3914, Access Code 321302# 

 

Ken Norton kicked off the meeting at 1:07 p.m. EST.  Steve Terry called roll call. 

Roll Call: 
 

Name Tribe/Organization 
Ken Norton, Chair National Water Tribal Council 
Nancy Schuldt Fond du Lac Band of Lake Superior 

Chippewa 
Shaun Livermore Poarch Creek Indians 
Kathy Brosemer Sault Ste. Marie Chippewa Tribe 
David Fuller Port Gamble S’Klallam Tribe 
Steve Terry United South and Eastern Tribes 
Jennifer Bennett United South and Eastern Tribes 
Denise Jensen Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska  
Phil Cernera Coeur D’Alene Tribe 
Dan Kusnierz Penobscot Nation 
Pamela Blasdell INDUS Corporation 
Sheena Kennedy Association of Boards Certification 

 
Colin Larrick, Alex Cabillo and Michael Bolt were excused from today’s call.  Sheena Kennedy 
and Paul Bishop were not present due to an ABC meeting. 
 

Topics Discussed: 
1) GAP Issues 
2) Review of topics on next hours call 

a) Update on the TAS reinterpretation 
b) Tribal Land and Environment Forum 

3) Planning for 401 Certification and clarification 
4) Carry over funds for PPGs 
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1) GAP Issues  
Based on a conversation Ken had with a correspondent Region 9 is waiting for document from 
headquarters on changes to the indicators.  He was also made aware that all tribes receiving GAP 
funds will have to do an ETEP.  He expressed some concern over EPA’s heavy way to 
implement a tribal environmental plan.   

The council discussed their view on the requirement as another check off the box effort. Regions 
1 and 5 currently have ETEPs.  Neither Dan nor Nancy thought it made a commitment or 
ensured funding from EPA.  Dan explained that his tribe does not use it for planning.  It is more 
of showing of a commitment EPA has working with the tribes and justification for the funding.  
It includes measureable objectives and strategic measures.  Interestingly, Maine refers to the 
ETEPs as secret agreements between the tribes and EPA. 

The group also expressed concerns over the time spent to write the ETEP without receiving 
additional funds.  

Ken plans to put in a preamble in agreements Hoopa has with EPA. Trust responsibilities are of 
the tribe and DTCAs and until the funding resources are achieved to meet, programmatically, 
social and future needs of the tribes.   

 Ken noted that ETEPs could be a spring board for affirming GAP Guidance is not clear to 
create an agreement. 

Follow up item: Ken will ask someone from the AIEO/GAP program to attend the July call and 
update the council on ETEPs and the proposed changes to the guidance. 
 

2) Review of topics on next hours call 
a) Update on the TAS reinterpretation 

Ken expressed concerns with EPAs hovering pattern.  He asked the council how to move 
forward.  Do we say we understand due to the political climate? Or do we take a more 
aggressive action? Nancy noted that it sounds like they are hoping to have it out in 
summer or fall in the federal register.  Then 60 day comment period.   

b) Tribal Land and Environment Forum 
Ken asked Steve for a planning update.  Steve noted that Denise and Nancy agreed to sit 
with Steve on the open office panel with EPA OW and NTWC.  It will be a Q & A 
session.  He recommended using this time as an opportunity to promote the council, our 
website, and our Facebook page. 
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3) Planning for 401 Certification and clarification 
Nancy had not had a chance to put together talking points for July’s conference call. She will put 
something together for the July call.   

Nancy and Ken discussed how tribes exercise their authorities and use 401 certification to be part 
of the process of consideration for upstream activities potentially impacting downstream tribal 
waters.  EPA needs to provide clarification and should be being paying attention and aware of 
permitted activities and notify the tribes/state and recognize tribal waters may be affected.   

Ken noted that this reaches out the accountability of EPA and their willingness to enact this 
regulatory congressional action.   

Nancy ran down a few of the many of things to discuss with EPA: 

 A downstream authority challenging a 401 certification from an upstream authority – 
process under section 401a2.  Under what circumstances can tribes engage in it and how 
can it be avoided? 

 Tribes that don’t have WQS or have adopted standards under their tribal authority - How 
does EPA fulfill its trust responsibility to protect tribal waters that do not have their own 
jurisdiction approved? 

 

4) Carry over funds for PPGs 
Denise asked how carry over funds for PPGs work.  She will ask EPA to address this on the next 
hours call.  

 

 


